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A B S T R A C T

Machine elements and mechanical components have often surfaces with anisotropic roughness, which may result
from the machining processes, e.g. grinding, or from wear. Hence, it is important to understand how surface
roughness anisotropy affects the contact mechanics properties, such as friction and the interface separation,
which is important for lubricated contacts. Here we extend a multiscale mean-field model to the lubricated
contact between a soft (e.g. rubber) elastic solid and a rigid countersurface. We consider surfaces with aniso-
tropic surface roughness, and discuss how the fluid flow factors and friction factors depend on the roughness
power spectral density, as well as on the location of roughness on the interacting solids. Finally, we present an
experimental study of the lubricated sliding contact between a nitrile butadiene rubber O-ring and steel surfaces
with different kinds of isotropic and anisotropic surface roughness. The good quantitative comparison between
the experimental results and the theory predictions suggests that the multiscale lubrication mechanisms are
accurately captured by the theory.

1. Introduction

Wet soft contacts are crucial in numerous engineering and biolo-
gical applications, and have gained increasing attention by scientists
working in fundamental science [1–3] and computational mechanics
[4]. Soft contacts occur, e.g., in the tribology of machine elements
[5–10], in living matter [11–13], and medical devices [14,15], to name
just a few. The generic soft contact typically refers to an interaction
between solids where at least one of the solids is characterized by a
relatively small elastic modulus (say in the range kPa to MPa). This
results in relative low contact pressures (typically ∼ 1 MPa or less)
which implies that the fluid rheology can be treated as pressure in-
dependent, i.e., the classical “high” pressure lubricant behaviors, such
as piezo-viscosity and piezo-density, are unimportant. However, de-
pending on the contact conditions, other complex phenomena may
appear such as the dewetting and shear thinning.

On the research side, the fundamental understanding of the key role
of roughness in wet soft interface mechanics, at least in those cases
where adhesion/capillarity, hydration and weeping mechanisms can be
neglected, has been the subject of numerous investigations, in parti-
cular about the multiscale description of real surfaces and their

interactions under dry [16,17,1] and wet [18,10,8,19–24] conditions.
Interestingly, the role of local and non-local elastic coupling, in the
leakage of randomly rough static seals, has been recently demonstrated
through deterministic numerical simulations [25,26]. In particular, in
Refs. [25,26] the authors confirm a scenario where the statistical
properties of the surfaces cannot be linked to the flow percolation
properties (leakage) of the same, unless with the adoption of a contact
mechanics theory enabling the multiscale statistical description of the
gap field.

On the technological side, instead, the approach is highly frag-
mented, so that the directives of one technical document cannot be
applied to other (different) soft contact applications. Thus, such inter-
actions become the subject of a variety of international technical and/
or law regulations, such as for the wet grip of tires [27]. Here an In-
ternational Roughness Index (IRI) is defined for road pavement en-
gineering, which is shown to be related to the vehicles crash-rate [28].
Another example is for rotatory seals [29], where a set of shaft
roughness descriptors is required to be kept within an allowable range
of values for preventing failure issues. However, whilst the labeling and
rating approaches are meaningful on the law regulation side, on the
technical side we find less useful the large variety of surface roughness
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descriptors linked to device performance or failure.
In this work, we will present a discussion on the surface roughness

power spectral density, which is the most complete roughness de-
scriptor for randomly-rough surfaces, on the wet contact mechanics
properties such as friction. To do so, we will extend the theory devel-
oped in Ref. [20] to more general conditions, such as when roughness
or elastic compliance are available on both interacting solids. The ex-
tended theory is partly based on the formalism developed in Refs.
[18,20,22], where Persson, Scaraggi et al. have derived a mean-field
theory of thin film lubrication, characterized by the so called flow and
friction factors [30]. The extended theory, based on the derivation of
more general flow and friction factors, can be applied to lubricated
(steady or transient [31]) contact between soft solids with realistic
surface roughness, for both Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids, and
for anisotropic roughness with arbitrary roughness power spectra. We
stress that the roughness adopted in this study is a three-dimensional
(3D) roughness, thus 3D-roughness effects are fully considered in the
theory below. Furthermore, the flow and friction (or shear stress) fac-
tors derived in the following are based on the assumption of large se-
paration of length-scales between the micro- and the macro-scale,
leading to a homogenization theory which can be applied to any macro-
scale contact condition.

Finally, a case study related to dynamic seals with line contact
geometry, such as O-rings, will be reported, together with a focused
experimental study. Indeed, among the others, seals are crucial ma-
chine elements in almost any mechatronic device, and in particular in
hydraulic and pneumatic components, where a seal failure can result in
expensive production downtime or even environmentally-hazardous
leakage.

The manuscript is organized as following. In Section 2 we provide a
summary of the mean field theory for lubrication, with emphasis on the
extended theory of flow and shear stress factors. We observe that the
(new) improved theory allows to recover the results of Ref. [23] when
applied in the same contact conditions, and as such it is important to
show that this is indeed possible. Furthermore, we provide numerical
results and a discussion (based on a comprehensive roughness para-
metric investigation) to illustrate how different roughness parameters
affect the flow and friction factors, and related friction curves. In
Section 3 we describe the experimental apparatus built for the friction
tests, and in Section 4 we present the surface roughness power spectra
of the studied surfaces. Section 5 reports the friction measurements. The
measured data are compared in detail to theory predictions in Section
6. Section 7 contains the summary and conclusions.

2. Mean field theory of lubrication

2.1. Effective equations of motion

We consider the simplest problem of an elastic cylinder (upper solid
with length B and radius R, with ≫B R) sliding on a rigid solid (lower
solid) with a nominal flat surface. We consider two cases:

(A) The upper solid has surface roughness while the lower solid is
perfectly smooth.

(B) The upper solid is perfectly smooth while the lower solid has
surface roughness.

We assume that the sliding occurs in the direction perpendicular to
the cylinder axis, and we introduce a coordinate system with the x-axis
along the sliding direction and with =x 0 corresponding to the cylinder
axis position, see the schematic of Fig. 1. The cylinder is squeezed
against the substrate by the normal force FN. In the contact region
between the cylinder and the substrate, a nominal contact pressure acts:

= +p x t p x t p x t( , ) ( , ) ( , ),0 cont fluid (1)

where pcont and pfluid are, respectively, the mean field pressures due to
the direct asperity- and fluid-asperity interactions. Note that p x t( , )0 is
the microscopic pressure averaged over surface areas larger than

∼ ×λ λ, where λ is the wavelength of the longest (relevant) surface
roughness component. This approach assumes a separation of length
scales so that ≪λ w, where w is the width of the nominal contact re-
gion (which is of order the Hertz's contact length aH). We consider the
case of constant normal load so that

∫ =
−∞

∞
dx p x t F

B
( , ) .0

N
(2)

The contact mechanics is described within the Persson's formalism.
Let u x t( , ) denote the (locally averaged) separation between the sur-
faces. For >u hrms, where hrms is the root-mean-square (rms) roughness,

⎜ ⎟≈ ⎛
⎝
− ⎞

⎠
p x t β E α u x t

h
( , ) exp ( , ) ,cont r

rms (3)

where α and β are described in Ref. [32]. Eq. (3) is valid for large
enough u . Since an infinite high pressure is necessary in order to
squeeze the solids into complete contact we must have → ∞pcont as
→u 0. This is, of course, not obeyed by (3), and in the following cal-

culations we therefore use the numerically calculated relation p u( )cont ,
which reduces to (3) for large enough u .

The macroscopic gap equation is determined by simple geometrical
considerations. Thus, assuming the cylinder deformation to be within
the Hertz regime for elastic solids, the gap equation reads

∫= + − ′ ′ − ′
′−∞

∞
u x t u t x

R πE
dx p x t x x

x
( , ) ( )

2
2 ( , )ln ,0

2

r
0 (4)

where in the most general line-contact case = +R R R1/ 1/ 1/up low,
where Rup and Rlow are the radii of curvature of the top and bottom
cylinder surface, respectively. In (3) and (4) = +E E E1/ 1/ 1/r r

up
r
low in

the most general case, where the reduced elastic modulus is defined by
= −E E ν/(1 )r

2 , with E and ν the Young elastic modulus and the
Poisson ratio, respectively. In addition, the pressure p x t( , )0 must sa-
tisfy the normal load conservation condition (2).

To complete the system of equations we need an equation which
determines the fluid pressure p x t( , )fluid . The fluid flow is determined by
the Navier-Stokes equation, but in the present case of fluid flow in a
narrow gap between the solid walls, this equation can be simplified
under the so called lubrication approximation, leading to the Reynolds
equation. For surfaces with roughness on many length scales, this

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of a rubber ball with a rough surface sliding on a smooth
rigid substrate. Physical quantities like the contact pressure, the fluid pressure
and the interface separation vary rapidly in space over many decades in length
scales due to the nature of the surface roughness. The complex situation in (a)
can be mapped on a simpler situation (b) where the fluid and contact pressures,
and the surface separation, are locally-averaged quantities, which vary slowly
in space on the length scale of the surface roughness. Those averaged quantities
obey to modified fluid flow equations which contain two functions, denoted as
flow factors, which depend on the locally averaged surface separation, and
which are mainly determined by the surface roughness.
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equation (even reproducing only the laminar motion), when coupled
with the gap equation, is numerically too complex to be solved directly
in most cases. However, when there is a separation of length scales, i.e.,
if the longest (relevant) surface roughness component has a wavelength
much smaller than the nominal cylinder-countersurface contact length
(in the sliding direction), then it is possible to eliminate or (in the
language of the renormalization group theory) integrate out the surface
roughness degrees of freedom and obtain an effective equation of mo-
tion for the (locally averaged) fluid pressure. Such equations are
characterized by two correction factors, namely ϕp (pressure flow
factor) and ϕs (shear flow factor), which are mainly determined by the
surface roughness and depend on the locally averaged surface separa-
tion u . Thus, the effective two-dimensional (2D) fluid flow current for
the case A (stationary cylinder with roughness) [20]:

= − ∇ + +
u ϕ u

η
p u h ϕ uJ v v

( )

12
1
2

1
2

( )
3

p
fluid 0 rms s 0

(5)

satisfies the mass conservation equation

∂
∂
+ ∇ =u

t
J· 0. (6)

Substituting (5) in (6), and assuming ̂= v xv0 0 , gives the modified
Reynolds equation:

∂
∂
= ∂
∂
⎡

⎣
⎢

∂
∂

− − ⎤

⎦
⎥

u
t x

u ϕ u
η

p
x

uv h ϕ u v
( )

12
1
2

1
2

( ) .
3

p fluid
0 rms s 0

(7)

The set of equations (1) to (4) and (7), represents 5 equations for the 5
unknown variables p0, pcont, pfluid, u and u0. Finally, considering steady
sliding, ∂ ∂ =u t/ 0, (7) is solved with Cauchy boundary conditions,
whereas the cavitation Reynolds boundary condition is set at macro-
scopic scale by requiring1 ≥p 0fluid .

It is useful to define an effective viscosity =η η ϕ/eff p which depends
on the surface roughness via ϕp. When studying fluid squeeze-out with
=v 00 (no sliding) and the leakage of stationary seals, the pressure flow

factor (or the effective viscosity ηeff ) is the only parameter in the fluid
flow dynamics (effective Reynolds equation) where the roughness en-
ters.

2.2. Symmetry properties of the flow factors

The flow current (5) (case A) was derived in Ref. [20] assuming that
the upper solid is stationary with surface roughness, while the substrate
was assumed perfectly flat (no roughness) and moving with the velocity
v0. For this case we will present numerical results below. We will also
compare the theory with experimental results for another case (case B)
where the upper solid is assumed to be perfectly smooth, whereas the
substrate has roughness. The flow current for this situation is again
given by (5) but with the shear flow factor replaced by → −ϕ ϕs s, while
ϕp is unchanged. This result can be proved by considering the mapping
shown in Fig. 2.

We first invert the system along the z-direction. This leaves the flow
current unchanged. Next we make a Galilean transformation to a new
reference frame where the upper solid is stationary and the lower solid
moves with the velocity ′ = −v v0. In the new reference frame the flow
current equals = − uJ J vnew 0. For the original sliding system (case A;
see Fig. 2(a)) the average fluid flow current is given by (5) so that for
the final system (case B, Fig. 2(c)):

= − uJ J vnew 0

=− ∇ + + −
u ϕ u

η
p u h ϕ u uv v v

( )

12
1
2

1
2

( )
3

p
fluid 0 rms s 0 0

=− ∇ − +
u ϕ u

η
p u h ϕ uv v

( )

12
1
2

1
2

( )
3

p
fluid 0 rms s 0

=− ∇ + ′ − ′
u ϕ u

η
p u h ϕ uv v

( )

12
1
2

1
2

( ) .
3

p
fluid rms s

Hence, denoting ′v with v0 for simplicity, we get

= − ∇ + −
u ϕ u

η
p u h ϕ uJ v v

( )

12
1
2

1
2

( ) .new

3
p

fluid 0 rms s 0
(8)

Thus the flow current for case B (the sliding system (c) in Fig. 2) can
be obtained from that of case A (the original sliding system (a) in Fig. 2)
by replacing ϕs with − ϕs, while ϕp is unchanged.

2.3. The frictional shear stress

Let us now study the frictional stress acting on the solids at the
interface. We are interested in the locally averaged (effective) frictional
stress = 〈 〉τ τ x( )f f . This is obtained by averaging τ x( )f over small surface
areas larger than ∼ ×λ λ, where λ is the wavelength of the longest
(relevant) surface roughness component. The effective frictional stress
has a contribution from the area of real contact and another from the
fluid in the non-contact area, and we write

= +τ τ τ .f cont fluid (9)

The (nominal) frictional stress resulting from the area of solid-solid

Fig. 2. Mapping used to show how the flow factors change when the surface
roughness of the two surfaces is interchanged.

1 We note that for soft non-conforming elastic solids, like rubber, we have shown in
Ref. [19] that including cavitation or not has no drastic effect on the results, and in
particular the friction coefficient as a function of the sliding speed, =μ μ v( ), is nearly
unchanged.
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contact acting on the upper surface (we assume the lower surface to be
moving with the velocity v0 while the upper solid is stationary) is de-
rived in Appendix A:

= − ⎡
⎣⎢ +

∇

+
+

∇ ⎤
⎦⎥

τ x t τ A x t
A

p x t
E

E E
u x t

E
E E

u x t

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )

( , ) ,

cont
up

1
1

0
cont

r
up

r
up

r
down

up

r
down

r
up

r
down

down

(10)

where the shear stress τ1 is positive when the sliding direction is along
the positive x-direction ( >v 00 ), and negative otherwise. Note that

=A x t A x t ζ( , ) ( , , )1 1 is the area of real contact at the highest magnifi-
cation, and A0 the nominal contact area (of the elementary volume of
roughness). u x t( , )down and u x t( , )up are the locally averaged deformed
lower and upper surface, with = −u x t u x t u x t( , ) ( , ) ( , )up down . The
term proportional to pcont is the solid macro-rolling friction contribution
acting on the upper solid, coming from the projection, onto the sliding
direction, of the effective solid contact elementary forces. A similar
friction stress acts on the lower solid:

= −τ x t τ x t( , ) ( , ).cont
down

cont
up

In this paper we consider only the line contact case, and in this case
all mean field quantities, e.g., the local area of contact A x y( , ), depends
only on x, as already assumed above. Furthermore, in the present cal-
culations we neglect the adhesion between the solids. This is a valid
assumption for positive spreading pressures [19], in which case there
will be an effective short-ranged repulsion between the surfaces. Here
we will also assume that the shear stress τ1 is independent of the local
pressure and of the sliding speed. For most materials, e.g., rubber, τ1

will depend on the sliding speed but to illustrate the effect of the fluid
dynamics on the friction, we prefer to keep τ1 as a constant.

The effective frictional shear stress τfluid originating from the fluid
has, in general, two contributions (see Fig. 3):

= +τ τ τ .fluid visc p

The first term τvisc is determined by the effective fluid shear stresses
acting on the solid walls, whereas a second term τp is due to the pro-
jection of the effective fluid pressure forces along the sliding direction,
i.e., = ∇τ p x t u x t( , ) ( , )p

down
fluid

down for the lower surface, and
= − ∇τ p x t u x t( , ) ( , )p

up
fluid

up for the upper surface, where
=u x t u x y t( , ) ( , , )down down and =u x t u x y t( , ) ( , , )up up are the lo-

cally-averaged (deformed) surface of the bottom and upper solid, re-
spectively (as before). Thus, τvisc takes into account the rough nature of
the contact in the determination of the local effective frictional stresses,
and in particular we show in the following that τvisc includes a con-
tribution coming from the projection of the local (asperity-scale) fluid
pressure forces along the sliding direction (which we refer to as a fluid-
induced micro-rolling friction term).

The fluid shear stress is given by

= ∂
∂

τ η v
z

,x
visc (11)

and on the bottom (down) and upper (up) surfaces it reads, respectively

(all quantities depends on time but this variable is here and in what
follows suppressed for convenience),

= − − ∇τ
η

u
u px

v
x

x x( )
( )

1
2

( ) ( ),visc
down 0

(12)

= − ∇τ
η

u
u px

v
x

x x( )
( )

1
2

( ) ( ),visc
up 0

(13)

resulting in, when including the projection along the sliding direction of
the local fluid pressure field

= + ∇τ τ p ux x x x( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),fluid
down

visc
down down (14)

= − ∇τ τ p ux x x x( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).fluid
up

visc
up up (15)

Here =p pfluid for simplicity of notation.
We will now calculate τfluid for one case only, namely when the

upper solid is elastic and has random surface roughness and the lower
solid is rigid and with a flat surface (no surface roughness). The other
cases of interest can be studied in a similar way, and the derivation and
results are given in Appendix B.

For the bottom surface: Since the bottom surface is flat and rigid,
∇ =u 0down and hence =τ τfluid

down
visc
down. Using (12) we get in this case (see

also Ref. [20]):

〈 〉 = = − − ∇τ τ ϕ
η

u
u p

v 1
2

,visc visc f
0 0

(16)

where [20]

=ϕ
η

u
u
ηx( )

,f
0 (17)

where η0 is the low shear rate fluid viscosity.2 Furthermore, for <u uc

(where uc is the average interfacial separation at the point when the
contact area percolate)

〈 ∇ 〉 =u p η u
u

v6 1 .0 0
(18)

On the other hand for ≫u hrms one has [20]

⎜ ⎟〈 ∇ 〉 = ⎛
⎝
−

〈 〉 ⎞
⎠
∇ +

〈 〉
u p D

h
u

u p D
h
u

η
u
v

1 3 6 ,
2

2

2

2
0 0

(19)

where =p pfluid. The general form for (18) and (19) is

〈 ∇ 〉 = ∇ +u p ϕ u p ϕ
η

u
v2

,fp fs
0 0

(20)

where the relations for ϕfp and ϕfs, obtained by interpolation, are given
in Ref. [20]:

=
〈 〉 + − − 〈 〉− − −ϕ u
u θ u u u u u h D

3
( )( )( / )

,fs 1 1
c c

2 2 1 (21)

and

= − −
+ 〈 〉

ϕ u u u θ u u
u h D

( ) ( )
3

,fp
c c

2 2 (22)

where θ u( ) is the unit step function and the surface roughness aniso-
tropy parameter, D, is related to the Tripp number γ with = + −D γ(1 ) 1

[20]. Substituting (20) in (14) gives the effective frictional shear stress
acting on the bottom solid

= − + − ∇τ ϕ ϕ
η

u
ϕ u p

v
( ) 1

2
.visc

down
f fs

0 0
fp (23)

where ϕf , ϕfs and ϕfp are given by (17), (21) and (22).

Fig. 3. The shear stress acting on the solid walls from the fluid has a con-
tribution τvisc from shearing the viscous fluid (proportional to the fluid viscosity)
and a second contribution τp from the tangential component of the fluid pres-
sure p x y( , ) acting on the solid wall.

2 We stress that our theory allows to calculate the homogenization factors for non-
Newtonian fluids. Nevertheless, in this paper we will discuss only the case of Newtonian
fluid rheology. However, for the non-Newtonian case to be taken into account, the terms

−u x( ) 1 have to be substituted by − −η u ηx x( ) ( ) 1
0

1 in all the occurrences in the friction
factors.
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For the top surface: The top surface has surface roughness and the
fluid rolling term

− ∇p ux x( ) ( ), (24)

is non-vanishing, where =u ux x( ) ( )up in this case. Hence on the top
surface the fluid acts with the local friction shear stress

= − ∇τ τ p ux x( ) ( ).fluid
up

visc
up (25)

From (13) and (25) we get

〈 〉 = = − 〈 ∇ 〉 − 〈 ∇ 〉τ τ
η
u

u p p u
v 1

2
.fluid

up
fluid
up 0

(26)

To second order in the rms-roughness amplitude one has (see Ref. [20]):

∇ = ∇ + ∇p u p u p u,1 1 (27)

and

∇ = ∇ + ∇u p u p u p .1 1 (28)

Next, using Eqs. (A5)-(A9) in Ref. [20] it is easily shown that

∇ = − ∇p u u p .1 1 1 1 (29)

Using (25)–(27) we get

∇ = − ∇ + ∇ + ∇p u u p p u u p . (30)

Substituting (30) in (26) gives

= + ∇ − ∇ − ∇τ
η
u

u p u p p uv 1
2

.fluid
up

0
(31)

The last term in (31), − ∇p u , is the fluid macro-rolling frictional shear
stress τp

up (since − ∇ = − ∇p u p uup , given the bottom rigid and flat
surface). Using (17), (20) and (21) we get

= + + − ∇ − ∇τ ϕ ϕ
η

u
ϕ u p p u

v
( ) 1

2
( 2) .fluid

up
f fs

0 0
fp (32)

We do note that the global mechanical equilibrium along the sliding
direction is conserved, i.e.

∫ ∫+ + − =dx τ dx τ p u p u 0,
x

x

x

x
fluid
down

fluid
up

out out in in
a

b

a

b

(33)

where pout (pin) and uout (uin) are, respectively, the average fluid pres-
sure and separation at the contact outlet (inlet).

2.4. Some comments on the friction factors ϕf and ϕfs

The friction factors ϕf and ϕfs depend on the quantity 〈 〉−u 1 , which
has its biggest contribution from the surface area where the separation
u is very small. This surface area is located in a narrow rim around the
area of real contact (see Fig. 4). We will denote the non-contact surface
area, where the surface separation is below, say <u 10 nm, as the rim
area.

Increasing the rms roughness amplitude hrms, while keeping every-
thing else fixed, is equivalent to scaling the surface roughness by a
factor >λ 1 as →h λhx x( ) ( ). For a constant pressure this would of

course change the contact area, but for a fixed u h/ rms the contact area,
the contact morphology, and the rim area are unchanged and so must
be the fluid pressure flow factors. For the friction factors ϕf and ϕfs the
situation is different because they involve another length scale, namely
the cut-off length ub. To understand this, consider the friction factor

∫= 〈 〉 =− ∞ −ϕ u u u du P u u( ) ,
uf

1 1
b (34)

where P u( ) is the probability distribution of interfacial separation, and
ub is a short distance cut-off. We note that in the absence of adhesion,
the Persson theory [34], and exact numerical calculations [35], predicts
that the probability of interfacial separations P u( ) remains finite as
→u 0. This implies that there is a logarithmic singularity to the integral

(34) as →u 0b . In the absence of adhesion and for =u 0b , for the reason
given above we expect P u( ) to depend on hrms as

=P u f u h u h h( ) ( / , / )/rms rms rms where the extra factor h1/ rms is needed so
that the normalization condition

∫ ∫ ∫= =

= −

∞ ∞ ∞
+ + +duP u du

f u h u h
h

dx f x u h

A
A

( )
( / , / )

( , / )

1

0 0
rms rms

rms
0 rms

0 (35)

is obeyed. Thus we expect

∫ ∫

∫

= ≈

=

∞ ∞

∞

ϕ u du P u
u

u du
f u h u h

uh
u

h
dx

f x u h
x

( ) ( / , / )

( , / )
.

u u

u h

f
rms rms

rms

rms
/

rms

b b

b rms (36)

Clearly, for =u 0b the friction factor ϕf is only a function of u h/ rms, but
without adhesion it is impossible to put =u 0b as the integral (36) di-
verges logarithmically in this limit. In our calculations we have used
=u 1 nmb , and this is the origin of the dependency of the result in Fig. 8

on hrms. We note, however, that in practical applications the de-
pendency of the friction factor on hrms, and on the cut-off ub, may be
much less important than indicated above. Thus, there are two effects
which will remove the logarithmic divergence:

1) If adhesion is important, it will result in a probability distribution
P u( ) which probably vanishes for =u 0. This follows from the ob-
servation that adhesion reduces the surface area where the two solids
are in close (non-contact) separation. This is well known from the
theory of cracks, and from the JKR theory of the adhesive contact be-
tween a sphere and a flat, and is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Without adhesion the surface separation as a function of the dis-
tance in a direction normal to the contact line increases as

∼ −u x x a L( ) [( )/ ]2, where L is some characteristic length, while when
adhesion is included the surface separation increases much faster as

∼ −u x x b L( ) [( )/ ]1/2. Close to the contact line − ⪡x a L( )/ 1, the surface
separation including the adhesion will be much larger than without
adhesion, which will reduce the (non-contact) surface area where the
solids are at short separation. Stated differently, the rim surface area is
reduced by adhesion. However, in a fluid adhesion will not occur if the
spreading pressure [19] is positive. But even in the absence of adhesion,

Fig. 4. The contact area (black) and the rim area (pink). The most important
contribution to 〈 〉−u 1 comes from the pink area, i.e., from relative narrow strips
of surface area at the rim of the contact area, where the surface separation is
very small.

Fig. 5. The surface separation for adhesive (solid line) and adhesiveless (dashed
line) contact. The surface area where the separation is “small” (i.e., the rim
area) is reduced when adhesion is included. Schematic.
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there may be a much weaker dependency of the friction factors on hrms
and on the cut-off ub than indicated by Fig. 8 for the following reason.

2) Most liquids, when localized between closely spaced solid walls,
behave very differently than in the bulk, and in particular exhibit shear
thinning. Shear thinning of (thin) confined fluid films is often well
described by the effective viscosity

=
+

η u
η
η B γ

( )
1 ( / ) ṅ

0

0 (37)

where B and n are constants with typically ≈n 0.9 (see [36,37,20]).
When the viscosity depends on the shear rate =γ v u̇ / the friction factor
[20]

∫=
∞

ϕ u du
η u

η
P u

u
( ) ( ) .

uf
0b (38)

Clearly, as →u 0 the shear rate → ∞v u/ , and the effective viscosity
→η u( ) 0. Thus in this case the integral in (38) will be well defined even

when =u 0b .
It follows from the discussion above that in most practical appli-

cations the dependency of ϕf on hrms (and on ub) will be rather weak.
Still, it is clear that a good understanding of how the effective viscosity
depends on the shear rate and on the film thickness is crucial for a good
description of the influence of surface roughness on the lubricated
contact between sliding solid objects. We will discuss this subject fur-
ther in another paper.

2.5. Dependence of flow and friction factors on roughness parameters

In this section we present numerical results for the fluid flow factors
ϕp and ϕs, and for the frictional stress factors ϕf , ϕfs and ϕfp, for solids
with different surface roughness. Note that the accurate description of
the flow and shear stress factors, and of the u p( ) relation, is crucial in

the formulation of any mean field lubrication theory.
The power spectral densities (PSD) C q( ) adopted in this section are

shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a) shows the PSD of a surface with a (self affine)
fractal region between the roll-off wavenumber qr and the large wa-
venumber cut-off q1. Most surfaces of engineering interest have a roll-off
region < <q q q0 r, where C q( ) is almost constant [38]. Fig. 6(b) shows
three power spectra with the same q0, qr and q1 wavenumbers, and the
same fractal dimension, but with different rms surface roughness hrms.
Fig. 6(c) shows the case where hrms and the fractal dimension are kept
constant, whereas the large and small wavenumber cut-offs are varied.
In Fig. 6(d) both the cut-off and roll-off wavenumbers and hrms are
fixed, but the Hurst exponent H ( = −H D3 f , where Df is the fractal
dimension) is varied.

The reference PSD has the small wavenumber cut-off
= × −q 2 10 m0

3 1, the roll-off wavenumber = × −q 2 10 mr
5 1, the large

wavenumber cut-off = × −q 7.8 10 m1
9 1, the rms roughness =h 1 μmrms

and the Hurst exponent =H 0.8. The reference PSD corresponds to a
surface with the rms-slope 2.45, so the surface with the rms-roughness
10 μm, and the surfaces with the Hurst exponent =H 0.6 and 0.4, will
have too large rms-slope to be physically reasonable, but for the present
parametric study this is unimportant. In what follows we assume that
the elastic solid has the reduced Young's modulus =E 6.67 MPar , and
the fluid is assumed to be Newtonian.

2.5.1. Pressure ϕp and shear ϕs flow factors
In Fig. 7 we show the correction to the Poiseuille flow ϕp (black

lines) and the correction to the Couette flow + ϕ h u(1 / )s rms (blue lines),
as a function of the dimensionless average interface separation u h/ rms.
In Fig. 7(a) we vary hrms, the small wavenumber cut-off q0 and the large
wavenumber cut-off q1, whereas in (b) we vary the Hurst exponent H
and in (c) we vary the Tripp number. In Fig. 7(a) all curves superpose,
i.e., the flow factors as a function of u h/ rms are not sensitive to q0, q1 and

Fig. 6. Schematic of the power spectral density (PSD) adopted to elucidate the role of roughness properties on the flow and friction factors. (a) The reference surface
is characterized by a fractal content in the range of frequencies q q[ , ]r 1 , and a flat (roll-off) PSD in q q[ , ]0 r . The latter PSD range provides a simplified mathematical
representation of the typical decaying PSD behavior, at increasing wavenumbers, shown by real surfaces. (b) The comparison is made at constant wavenumbers and
fractal dimension, but at varying rms surface roughness hrms. (c) Here hrms and the fractal dimension are kept constant, whereas the wavenumbers q0 and q1 are
alternately varied. Finally, (d) both the wavenumbers q0 and q1, and hrms are kept fixed, but the Hurst exponent H ( = −H D3 f , where Df is the fractal dimension) is
varied.
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hrms, at least not in the parameter range studied here. This is, however,
not the case when we vary the Hurst exponent H (see Fig. 7(b)) or the
Tripp number γ (see Fig. 7(c)).

The flow factors do in general depend both on q0 and q1. However, in
our study decreasing q0 increases the roll-off region, but even the
smallest roll-off region we use (corresponding to the largest q0) is al-
ready 1 decade in length scale, and making it even larger has really no
influence on the result since physically it just corresponds to adding
more “units” of the same type of roughness to cover a bigger surface
area. Hence, only at very low contact pressures, where the two solids
make contact only at a few of the highest asperities, the contact me-
chanics would in the present case depend on q0. Such finite size effect is
not considered in the present study.

Increasing q1 imply adding very short wavelength roughness (with
small amplitude) to the surface profile. This short wavelength rough-
ness becomes important only for very high contact pressures where the
long wavelength roughness has been elastically smoothed out. High
contact pressures correspond to small surface separation so we expect q1
to affect the flow factors when ⪡u h/ 1rms . This is also the case in our
study but it occurs for such small u h/ rms that it cannot be resolved in
Fig. 7.

Let us now explain why the pressure flow factor ϕp depends on H
and on the Tripp number γ . First we observe that the flow factors are
most insensitive to the surface root-mean-square roughness, the latter

being the scaling length in the PDSs (adopted in this study), and thus in
the interface separation field. When we decrease the Hurst exponent,
the roughness at short length scales increases, while the long wave-
length roughness is nearly unchanged (assuming a fixed hrms roughness
amplitude). This implies that when H decreases the surface rms-slope
increases, which in turn decreases the contact area. Thus the pressure
needed for the contact area to percolate (at which point ϕp vanishes)
will increase when H decreases. Since increasing pressure implies de-
creasing average interfacial separation it follows that the value of
u h/ rms where ϕp first vanishes will decrease as H decreases, in agree-
ment with Fig. 7(b). Here we have used that the average interfacial
separation is mainly determined by the long wavelength roughness and
therefore only weakly dependent on the Hurst exponent, assuming a
constant hrms.

Fig. 7(c) shows that when we increase the Tripp number the fluid
pressure flow factor increases. Since the pressure flow factor defines an
effective viscosity =η η ϕ/eff p (see Section 2.1), this is equivalent to the
statement that an increasing Tripp number results in a lower effective
viscosity (and, hence, a larger fluid flow). This is easy to understand
since a large Tripp number ⪢γ 1 implies that there are roughness
channels (in our case grinding scratches) along the fluid flow direction
(i.e., orthogonal to the cylinder axis), which facilitate the flow of the
fluid out from the nominal contact area. In the opposite limit ⪡γ 1 the
flow channels are orthogonal to the fluid flow direction (i.e. along the
cylinder axis), thus they inhibit fluid squeeze-out and this results in an
effective viscosity which is larger than the bare viscosity for most in-
terfacial separations.

2.5.2. Friction factors ϕf , ϕfs and ϕfp
In Fig. 8 we show the correction ϕf (black lines) to the sliding shear

stress (ηv u/0 ), and ϕfs (blue lines), as a function of the dimensionless
average interface separation u h/ rms. In Fig. 8(a) we show the depen-
dence on hrms and on the small wavenumber cut-off q0. In Fig. 8(b) we
vary the large wavenumber cut-off q1, in Fig. 8(c) the fractal dimension,
and in Fig. 8(d) the Tripp number. We first remark that q0 has a neg-
ligible influence on the sliding shear stress (curves are superposed),
whereas q1, hrms and Df do influence the sliding shear stresses.

Fig. 8(a) shows that ϕf increases with increasing hrms. The origin of
this was explained in Section 2.4 and is due to the cut-off ub used in
evaluating the integral over separations to obtain u1/ . Similar con-
siderations apply to ϕfs when the average interface separation <u uc,
where again ∼ϕ u1/fs . At larger separations, instead, all ϕfs curves in
Fig. 8(a) converge to a unique mastercurve, being ∼ϕ h u/fs rms

2 2.
Fig. 8(b) shows that when the large wavenumber cut-off q1 in-

creases, ϕf increases too. This can be understood as follows: Note that u
is mainly determined by the long wavelength roughness and hence does
not depend on the cut-off q1 unless ⪡u h/ 1rms . We now consider the
change in the contact as we move from the cut-off ′ =q q0.11 1 to q1. We
write =q ζq0 with =q ζ q1 1 0. When we increase the magnification from
=ζ ζ0.1 1 to =ζ ζ1 some regions which appeared to be in contact at the

magnification =ζ ζ0.1 1, will now be observed to be non-contact regions
with closely spaced surfaces, while the non-contact regions observed at
the magnification =ζ ζ0.1 1 will still be non-contact regions with nearly
the same surface separation as observed at the lower magnification. The
“additional” non-contact area (with closely spaced surfaces) observed
when increasing the magnification from =ζ ζ0.1 1 to =ζ ζ1 will result in
an important additional contribution to 〈 〉−u 1 . We conclude that ϕf , as a
function of u h/ rms, will increase as q1 increases.

When the fractal dimension increases (or Hurst exponent H de-
creases), both ϕf and ϕfs decreases as shown in Fig. 8(c). This is easy to
understand. When H decreases the amplitude of the short wavelength
roughness increases, while the long wavelength roughness, assuming a
constant hrms, change very little. When the short wavelength roughness
increases, the surface rms-slope increases and hence the surface area
decreases. This implies that the rim area and hence also 〈 〉−u 1 decreases
as the Hurst exponent H decreases. It follows that ϕf will decrease when

Fig. 7. The correction to the Poiseuille flow ϕp (black lines) and the correction
to the Couette flow + ϕ h u(1 / )s rms (blue lines), as a function of the di-
mensionless average interface separation u h/ rms. In particular, in (a) we vary
hrms, the small wavenumber cut-off q0 and the large wavenumber cut-off q1,
whereas in (b) we vary the Hurst exponent H and in (c) we vary the Tripp
number.
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the fractal dimension increases at constant hrms.
Fig. 8(d) shows that ϕf is unaffected by the anisotropy (Tripp

number γ) of the surface. This is indeed expected because both the
contact area (and the rim area) and the average surface separation are
nearly independent of the surface anisotropy assuming identical an-
gular averaged surface roughness power spectrum. Indeed, this holds
exactly within the Persson's contact mechanics theory where only the
angular-averaged power spectral density [17] enters. As a consequence,
ϕf is unaffected by the Tripp number for elastic solids. The situation is
different in the case of ϕfs, but only at large separation where ∼ϕ Dfs ,
with = + −D γ(1 ) 1.

Finally, in Fig. 9 we show ϕfp, which is the correction to the pressure
gradient friction term, ∇u p, as a function of the dimensionless average
interface separation u h/ rms. In Fig. 9(a) we vary hrms, the small wave-
number cut-off q0 and the large wavenumber cut-off q1 as well as the
Hurst exponent H, whereas in Fig. 9(b) we vary the Tripp number. Here
ϕfp is mainly sensitive to the Tripp number through its dependence with
D. However, differently from ϕfs, ϕfp increases at increasing Tripp
numbers. Thus, given the opposite behaviors shown by the various
frictional sources (ϕf , ϕfs and ϕfp) originating from the fluid viscous
dissipation in anisotropically rough contacts, it is not possible to es-
tablish a general statement about the role of the Tripp number in wet
contact mechanics, since the total friction will be determined by the
relative weight and the variation of such friction factors terms along the
effective contact domain. However, qualitatively, a mixed lubrication
occurring under ∇ ⪢ηv p u/0

2, thus at relatively large values of contact
pressures (leading to a small average interface separation), will be

characterized by larger friction for transverse roughness than for
longitudinal roughness, in agreement with experimental findings [39].
For ⪢ ∇u ηv p/2

0 , instead, the contact is expected to occur under small
true contact area, leading to large interfacial separation and thus to
larger friction for the longitudinal roughness than for the transverse
roughness. The latter case will be discussed in the comparison with
experimental results provided in the following.

2.6. Dependence of wet friction on roughness parameters

In this section we present numerical results for the friction, for so-
lids with different surface roughness. The power spectral densities
(PSD) C q( ) adopted in this section are shown in Fig. 6. Again we con-
sider a solid with reduced elastic modulus =E 6.67MPar , and assume a
Newtonian fluid with the dynamic viscosity =η 0.1Pa s. The flow and
friction factors used in the calculation below are those discussed before.
In the following, unless differently specified, we consider a stationary
cylinder of radius =R 2.5mm, and with random surface roughness,
squeezed against a flat ideally smooth sliding (speed v0) counter sur-
face. On the cylinder we apply the normal (line contact) load per unit
length =F L/ 100N/mN , and the shear stress occurring in the true con-
tact areas is assumed constant =τ 1MPa1 . The sliding speed is varied
from −10 5 to 1m/s.

We write the friction force acting on the cylinder as =F Fμ N. In
Fig. 10(a) we show the friction coefficient μ (solid line), and the dif-
ferent contributions to the friction coefficient (dashed lines), as a
function of the sliding speed. Thus, from top to bottom:

(1) the adhesive contribution to friction (i.e. the friction coming
from the shearing action occurring in true solid contact area), propor-
tional to the shear stress τ (adhesive)cont

up ,
(2) the Couette-flow term [proportional to τ (Couette)eff

up ],
(3) the rolling friction originating from the fluid pressure field

[proportional to τ (rolling)p
up ],

(4) the rolling friction originating from the solid contact pressure
field [proportional to τ (rolling)cont

up ],
(5) the Poiseuille-flow term [proportional to τ (Poiseuille)eff

up ].
We note that the rolling friction coming from the solid contact

Fig. 8. The correction to the sliding shear stress (ηv u/0 ) ϕf (black lines) and ϕfs
(blue lines), as a function of the dimensionless average interface separation
u h/ rms. In (a) we vary hrms and the small wavenumber cut-off q0, in (b) the large
wavenumber cut-off q1, in (c) the dependence on the fractal dimension and in
(d) on the Tripp number.

Fig. 9. The correction to the pressure gradient friction term ( ∇u p) ϕfp as a
function of the dimensionless average interface separation u h/ rms. In particular,
in (a) we vary hrms, the small wavenumber cut-off q0 and the large wavenumber
cut-off q1 as well as the Hurst exponent H, whereas in (b) we vary the Tripp
number.
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pressure is zero, since the substrate is nominally flat and rigid (and,
anyway, no solid bulk viscoelasticity is considered in this paper). In the
same figure, the red dashed line (approximately superposed with the
black solid line) is for the same contact conditions as before, but with
the elasticity assigned to the bottom sliding surface (i.e. the cylinder is
rigid and the substrate is deformable). We note that for the adopted set
of contact parameters, the friction force is the same in the two cases.

Let us now consider instead the case where the roughness is trans-
ferred from the steady cylinder to the sliding substrate. Thus in Fig. 10
(b) we show the friction coefficient (the lower solid and dashed lines)
and the minimum average separation (the upper solid and dashed
lines), as a function of the sliding speed, for the same contact condition
as in Fig. 10(a), but for the case of roughness on the cylinder (solid
lines) or on the substrate (dashed lines). We note, as expected, that the
different allocation of the roughness does play a role only in the mixed
lubrication regime, where the asperity-fluid interactions dominate the
contact mechanics.

In Fig. 11 we show the friction as a function of the sliding speed
(and in Fig. 11(a) also the minimum surface separation), for the same
parameters as in Fig. 10(a), except that we vary (from top to bottom):
(a) hrms, (b) q0, (c) q1, (d) γ and (e) the Hurst exponent. Fig. 11 (a) shows
that when the rms roughness increases from 1 μm (solid green line) to
10 μm (dashed green line), the build up of hydrodynamic fluid pressure
with increasing sliding speed is not enough to increase the average
surface separation, i.e., the (nominal) fluid pressure is negligible com-
pared to the (nominal) asperity contact pressure. Thus, for

=h 10 μmrms the minimum interface separation does not increase with
increasing sliding speed, i.e. for all studied velocities it takes the same
value as in the boundary lubrication regime. Nevertheless, Fig. 11(a)
shows that there is a hydrodynamic contribution to the friction force

(black dashed line). This is due to the shearing of the fluid in the small
asperity gaps, and is described by the ϕf term in the expression for the
frictional shear stress. Therefore, in this case the hydrodynamic con-
tribution to the friction is a truly micro-EHL effect, i.e. a hydrodynamic
effect occurring at the scale of the roughness asperities.

In Fig. 11(b) and (c), we show the effect of the large and small
roughness wavelength, respectively. As expected, q0 has negligible ef-
fect on the friction curve, because it has only very small effect on the
rough solid contact mechanics. The large frequency cut-off q1 (and the
Hurst exponent, see Fig. 11(e)), instead, has a direct influence on the
solid contact mechanics, in particular through the mean square
roughness slope 〈 ∇ 〉h( )2 , which increases when q1 increases. Thus, since
the true contact area Ac (in the linear regime) scales as
∝ 〈 ∇ 〉−A F h( )c N

2 1/2, the friction coefficient in the boundary regime will
be proportional to 〈 ∇ 〉−h( )2 1/2. Hence, the contact area and the friction
coefficient will decrease at increasing q1 (and decreasing H, see
Fig. 11(e)). Finally, in Fig. 11(d) we show the effect of roughness ani-
sotropy on the friction. As anticipated, for very low sliding speed, when
hydrodynamic effects are negligible, the contact area, and hence also
the friction force, does not depend on the anisotropy parameter γ (note:
this is true only if there is no viscoelastic contribution to the friction;
indeed, for a viscoelastic material in the boundary lubrication velocity
region the friction force will be highest when the scratches are

Fig. 10. (a) The friction (black solid line) and the corresponding dissipation
terms (other black lines) originating on the cylinder, as a function of the sliding
speed. The solid black line is for the case of a rough steady cylinder of radius
=R 2.5 mm squeezed against a flat ideally smooth rigid sliding counter surface,

under constant normal line load =F 100 N/mN . We consider a solid with a
reduced elastic modulus =E 6.67 MPar , as well as a Newtonian fluid, with
dynamic viscosity =η 0.1 Pa s. The shear stress occurring in the true contact
areas is assumed constant and valued =σ 1MPaf . The sliding speed is in the
range between −10 5 and 1 m/s. The red solid line, instead, is for the same
contact conditions of before but with the elasticity assigned to the bottom
sliding surface (i.e. the cylinder is rigid and the substrate is deformable). (b)
The friction coefficient (the lower solid and dashed lines) and the minimum
average separation (the upper solid and dashed lines), as a function of the
sliding speed, for the same contact condition of (a), but for the case of rough-
ness on the cylinder (solid lines) or on the substrate (dashed lines).

Fig. 11. The friction and minimum average separation as a function of the
sliding speed, for the same parameters of Fig. 10(a) but for (from top to
bottom): (a) varying hrms, (b) q0, (c) q1, (d) γ and (e) Hurst exponent. The PSDs
are described in Fig. 6.
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orthogonal to the sliding direction since in this case the rubber will be
exposed to stronger time dependent deformations by the substrate as-
perities, resulting in a large viscoelastic contribution to the friction. For
dry surfaces this has indeed been observed in experiments [17]).
However, at higher sliding speeds (when ⪢ ∇u ηv p/2

0 ), where hydro-
dynamic effect becomes important, when the long axis of the (on the
average elliptic) asperities are aligned along the sliding direction, fluid
is more easily removed from the nominal contact region, resulting in
smaller surface separation and larger friction force, than when the as-
perities are aligned perpendicular to the sliding direction.

2.7. Some comments on mean-field lubrication models

As pointed out above, an accurate treatment of the fluid flow and
friction shear stress factors, as well as of the asperity-asperity contact, is
crucial in the formulation of a mean field lubrication theory. To this
point we observe that, (at least) the roughness contact mechanics has
been the subject of dedicated and very detailed research efforts in re-
cent years, leading to some controversial research papers but also to
some accepted results. Among the latter outcomes we remark the re-
cognition, by analytical [1], numerical [40,41] and experimental ap-
proaches [42–44], of the exponential relation between the average
contact pressure pcont and interface separation u in elastic contacts for
large enough surface separation [see e.g. (3)] [32], as well as of the
linearity between true contact area and contact pressure (for
⪆A p A0.3 ( )/ 0) in both elastic and viscoelastic contacts [45], the occur-

rence of solid percolation and its effects on the hydraulic resistivity (see
e.g. (18) and related discussion) [42], and many others.

As an example, consider the contact pressure vs average separation
relation, =p p u( ), as given by (3). This relation follows from the
Persson multiscale contact mechanics approach [32] in the limit of

≫u h/ 1rms , and is in agreement with both experimental [46] and nu-
merical studies [33], except at very low nominal contact pressures
where finite size effects occurs [34]. Therefore, for elastic solids with
randomly rough surfaces any other pressure vs separation law (and
related contact mechanics theory) not showing such an exponential
behavior (e.g., the GW multi-noninteracting-asperity theory [47]),
should be avoided as building block for a mean-field lubrication theory.

In a recent paper Masjedi and Khonsari [48] observe that soft
contact lubrication results obtained by adopting the GW contact me-
chanics are similar to those reported in the 2009 paper by Persson and
Scaraggi [19], where a simple (no flow and friction corrections factors)
mean field lubrication theory was developed based on the Persson
contact mechanics theory. However we note that in Ref. [48] two of the
three roughness parameters adopted in the comparison, respectively the
mean asperity radius β and the asperity surface density n (also know in
literature as DSUM), were not calculated from the power spectral den-
sity, but used as fitting parameters in the comparison. Indeed, in Ref.
[48] the authors claim that such parameters are difficult to obtain from
a power spectral density. Therefore, it is worth here showing how to
calculate such roughness parameter from the power spectral density.

We consider the case of an isotropic randomly rough surface. For
isotropic roughness, the surface summit density DSUM is given by Refs.
[49,50] (we keep the same nomenclature)
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π
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whereas the mean summit curvature β is [49,50]
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In (39) and (40) m2 and m4 are, respectively, the 2nd and 4th profile
moments of the surface roughness. They can be easily linked to the
surface power spectral density, and in particular for the isotropic sur-
face
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We now consider the case of a fractal PSD with roll-off as described in
Fig. 6. By defining =q q ζ/r 0 r and =q q ζ/1 r 1, the PSD reads
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Thus, for the self-affine with roll-off PSD (see again Fig. 6) one gets
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where C0 is given above. In the simplest case of self affine surface
( =ζ 1r ), with ≫ζ 11 one gets
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In the comparison discussed in Ref. [48], the PSD is self-affine with
≫ζ 11 , so that (41) and (42) can be applied in this case. Therefore, by

using (41) and (42) with the input parameters reported in Ref. [48], we
get =β 1.13nm and =nβh 264rms , whereas the value adopted by Mas-
jedi and Khonsari [48] are =β 0.02 mm and =nβσ 0.05 ( =σ hrms).
Thus, the model parameters adopted in Ref. [48] by fitting are orders
away from those truly describing the contact system under investiga-
tion, so need to be reconsidered by the authors.

We stress indeed that such a discrepancy, accordingly to the GW-
contact mechanics, leads to a five-order underestimation (in the com-
parison) of the calculated contact area and contact pressure as a func-
tion of the average interface separation (see e.g. Eqs. (12) and (13) from
Ref. [50] for a summary of the GW contact mechanics law).

3. Experimental setup

In order to experimentally investigate the lubricated line contact of
a generic hydraulic seal, a test rig is available at the Institute for Fluid
Power Drives and Systems (IFAS). Here we summarize the experimental
setup, whose detailed description can be found in another contribution
[51]. A steel cylinder (radius =R 10 cm) is rotated through a two-
stepped gearbox (with =τ τ/ 0.0252 1 the relative transmission ratio) by
an electric motor (connected to a frequency converter), whereas a strait
segment of a nitrile butadiene rubber (NBR) O-ring (length 40mm) is
squeezed with a normal force F against the steel surface (see Fig. 12(a)).
The cross section of the (undeformed) O-ring is circular, with the radius
=r 2.5 mm. The relative sliding velocity can be varied in the range 2 to

25mm/s or 0.09 to 1m/s, depending on the selection of the gear ratio.
The adopted lubricant is a standard HLP 46 hydraulic oil, with kine-
matic viscosity =ν 137 mm /s2 and oil density =ρ 875 kg/m3 at ambient
temperature. Finally, both rotating cylinder and seal specimen are lo-
cated in a temperature-controlled bath chamber, which can be entirely
flooded with a lubricant, at environment pressure, and with tempera-
ture adjustable in the range 10 and °100 C.

The experimental results, to be shown in Section 5, were performed
at a constant temperature of ± °20 2 C, whereas 5 different velocities
are adopted in the present study (2.5 mm/s, 4.5 mm/s, 8 mm/s, 14 mm/s
and 25 mm/s), as well as three different loads (31.1, 93.3, and 155.5 N,
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corresponding to Hertz's pressures ≈ 1.2, 2.1, and 2.9 MPa) are applied
for each velocity.

The test protocol, for each adopted rough surface (see in the fol-
lowing), is as follows. Under constant load, the sliding velocity is kept
constant and friction measured during three cylinder revolutions before
switching to the next velocity, leading to a total measurement time of
about 30 min. This procedure is repeated three times using the same
contact pair in order to detect possible running-in or wear effects of the
seal. Afterward, a new seal and new load is used. The same lubricant is
used during all experiments, however additional (repeated) experi-
ments made at the end of the experimental campaign have confirmed
that no measurable aging or contamination of the oil was occurring in
the setup. An example chart showing the temporal evolution of the
sliding speed, and corresponding measured friction force, is reported in
Fig. 13. We stress that whilst the range of speeds of the setup is not
enough to cover the whole friction curve from the boundary to the
hydrodynamic stage, the measurements results do cover the mixed lu-
brication regime, which is the part of the friction curve where the
micro-scale flow phenomena (summarized in the flow and stress factors
developed in this work) play the most relevant role (Table 1).

4. Surface roughness power spectra

In all the experiments the contact consists of a steel cylinder with a
rough surface, whereas the rubber can be considered smooth. Three
cylinders with different surfaces were adopted. All the cylinder surfaces
were first sandblasted to provide a statistically similar initial roughness.
Next, the surfaces of two of the cylinders are ground orthogonally (in
the following, cylinder 2) or longitudinally (cylinder 1) to the sliding
direction (perpendicular to the cylinder axis). A sketch of the surfaces is

shown in Fig. 12(b). The surface roughness was measured at different
positions along the azimuthal and meridian directions, through 20 mm
line-scans (eight scans for each surface). For the sandblasted cylinder

≈h 1.0 μmrms , and for the surfaces with anisotropic roughness
≈h 0.6 μmrms . The roughness is higher then recommended for a stan-

dard hydraulic cylinder rod, but is well suited for the investigation we
provide in the following.

In the mean field theory the two-dimensional (2D) power spectral
density (PSD) C q( ) enters, which can be calculated from the measured
height surface =h h x yx( ) ( , ) using:

∫= − −C π d x h h eq x( ) (2 ) (0) ( ) ,iq x2 2 ·

where the wave vector =q q q( , )x y , and where h x( ) is the surface
roughness height at the point = x yx ( , ), with =h x( ) 0. However,
(using a stylus profiler) we have only measured the topography
=h h x( ) along a line, and in this case one can only calculate the one-

dimensional power spectrum C q( )1D . For surfaces with isotropic
roughness, C q( )2D can be directly linked to line scans C q( )1D using [17].

∫= − ′
−

∞
C q dk

π
C k
k q

( ) ( ) .
q2D

1D
2 2

Fig. 14, 15 and 16 we show, respectively, the calculated (averaged
over 8 measurement repetitions) one dimensional surface roughness
power spectra C1D as a function of the wavenumber on log-log scale for
cylinder 1 (longitudinal roughness), 2 (transverse roughness) and 3
(isotropic roughness). In the figures, the solid (red) and dashed (green)
lines are, respectively, from line-scan along and perpendicular to the
sliding direction. On the log-log scale, the PSDs are approximately
linear for ⪆ −q 10 m5 1, and in particular the surfaces appear to be self
affine fractal with the fractal dimension = − ≈D H3 2.2f , where H
denotes the Hurst exponent. Moreover, in Fig. 16 (isotropic roughness)
we also show the 2D surface roughness power spectra, the latter cal-
culated from the formula reported above. The solid blue lines indicate
the slope of the corresponding self-affine region of the PSDs; they have
been drawn displaced from experimental curves only for the sake of
readability.

ground

ground

Fig. 12. (a) Schematic picture of the experimental friction tester. The rubber
cylinder is pushed with a dead weight towards the rotating steel cylinder. (b)
The steel cylinder has surface roughness prepared by grinding the cylinder
surface along the rotation direction (top), orthogonal to the rotation direction
(middle) or by sandblasting (bottom). The latter results in surface roughness
with isotropic statistical properties.

Fig. 13. Friction force and velocity as a function of time during a typical ex-
periment.

Table 1
Normal load and maximum contact pressure (according to Hertz theory)
during experiments.

Normal force (N) Maximum cont. pressure (MPa)

31.1 1.2
93.3 2.1
155.5 2.9

Fig. 14. 1D surface roughness power spectra C1D of cylinder surface 1 as a
function of the wavenumber q; axial direction (dashed line) and the tangential
direction (solid line).
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5. Experimental results and discussion

5.1. Influence of squeezing load

In Fig. 17 we show for cylinder 2 (transverse roughness) the friction
coefficient μ as a function of the sliding velocity v for the three different
loads. The plotted friction coefficient is the arithmetic mean of all
corresponding measurements (error bars are not included in Fig. 17 for
the sake of readability, but they will be included in the results following
in this section). Notice that the friction coefficient μ decreases as the
velocity increases, indicating the occurrence of mixed lubrication.

Furthermore, the friction coefficient decreases as the normal load in-
creases. This can be justified by observing that, in the mixed regime,
part of the load is supported by the fluid-asperity interactions. Thus by,
e.g., linearly increasing the load, the asperity contact area does not
increase linearly with the load, and the tangential force, which is given
by a contact area term and a fluid shear term, increases less than lin-
early with increasing load, resulting in the lower friction coefficient
(see Section 6).

5.2. Influence of the surface topography

Here we present the measured friction forces as a function of the
sliding speed, for all three cylinders, at a normal load of 31.1 N
[Fig. 18(a)], 93.3 N [Fig. 18(b)] and 155.5 N [Fig. 18(c)]. The friction
forces for cylinder 3 (isotropic roughness) are significantly higher,
compared to the forces for cylinder 1 (longitudinal roughness) and 2
(transverse roughness). This is expected by the larger roughness, which
makes the asperity-asperity interactions more important up to larger
sliding velocities than for the lower roughness surfaces. Thus, at a same
sliding speed, a larger solid contact area, and a larger solid contact
friction, occurs for the rougher cylinder. We note that this is only true in
the high velocity part of the mixed lubrication region, since in the
boundary lubrication region the larger roughness results in smaller

Fig. 15. 1D surface roughness power spectra C1D of cylinder surface 2 as a
function of the wavenumber q; axial direction (dashed line) and the tangential
direction (solid line).

Fig. 16. 1D and 2D surface roughness power spectra of cylinder surface 3 as a
function of the wavenumber q along the axial direction (dashed line) and the
tangential direction (solid line). The solid blue lines indicate the slope of the
corresponding self-affine region of the PSDs; they have been drawn displaced
from experimental curves only for the sake of readability.

Fig. 17. Friction coefficient μ as a function of the sliding velocity v for all three
normal loads. For cylinder 2 (transverse roughness).

Fig. 18. Friction forces as a function of the velocity v (log scale), for all the test
cylinders. Normal load (a) N31.1 , (b) N93.3 and (c) N155.5 .
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contact area and hence a smaller friction, at least if one can neglect the
viscoelastic contribution to the friction.

It is interesting to compare the friction forces occurring for the
contact case 1 and 2. In particular, the dissipation occurring for the
cylinder with longitudinal roughness is always larger than for the
transverse roughness. Considering that the rough surfaces show similar
high (same Hurst exponent) and low (same root mean square rough-
ness) frequency content, this must be due to the anisotropy of the
surface. Indeed, as pointed out before, the grinding wear tracks along
the sliding direction facilitate the removal of the fluid from the nominal
contact region, and extend the boundary lubrication region to higher
sliding speeds. In most cases this results in an increase in the friction
force compared to the case of isotropic roughness with the same an-
gular averaged power spectrum. In a similar way, when the grinding
direction is orthogonal to the sliding direction, the fluid removal is
reduced, resulting (in most cases) to lower friction than for isotropic
roughness.

At very low sliding speeds (in the boundary lubrication region) it is
likely that the friction force is biggest when the grinding direction is
orthogonal to the sliding direction. This is the case because fluid hy-
drodynamic effects are not important at very low sliding speed. At the
same time there may be a viscoelastic contribution to the friction which
will be largest when sliding orthogonal to the grinding direction; with
the present experimental set-up we where not able to study the friction
in the boundary lubrication velocity range.

5.3. Discussion

The experiments show a distinct influence of the surface topo-
graphy, especially when comparing the two anisotropic surfaces 1 and
2. Two effects do contribute to the friction process.

i) The fluid-asperity interactions occurring when the sliding direc-
tion is perpendicular to the grooves main direction (so called transverse
roughness) is typically stronger than for the aligned grooves (long-
itudinal roughness), when the groove representative size is smaller than
the smallest nominal contact length. This is well known in the literature
of mixed lubrication for soft contacts [11] and of hydrodynamic lu-
brication for textured surfaces [13]. Thus, a larger asperity-induced
fluid pressure is provided for the transverse roughness, which in turn
determines an increased average interfacial separation (resulting from
the decrease of the solid-solid contact pressure) and, therefore, a re-
duced dry contact area. However, in term of the resulting fluid viscous
dissipation, this stronger fluid-asperity interaction for the transverse
roughness can cause both an increase or decrease of the total friction,
depending on the range of sliding velocity at which this interaction
dominates. Thus, in the present case the stronger fluid-asperity inter-
action (for the transverse roughness range) only determines a reduction
of the dry-contact friction (due to the decrease of the contact area),
whereas the fluid-viscous dissipation occurring at the asperity scale
(micro-EHL) seems not to dominate this mixed lubrication contact
configuration (as a counter example, see Ref. [15]).

ii) The reduced dry (or boundary lubricated) contact area suggested
in i) determines, consequently, a reduction of the friction contributions
coming from the intimate (or boundary mediated) asperity-asperity
interaction. In particular, the solid-contact friction can originate, in the
present case, by both the adhesive contribution (proportional to the dry
true contact area) and by the micro-rolling contribution (a dissipation
originating by the pulsating deformation on the rubber seal by the
sliding asperities) [16]. For small true contact areas (of interest for the
seal application), and depending on the sliding speed, the hysteretic
contribution to friction is slightly dependent on the contact area. Thus,
the decrease of dry contact obtained for the transverse roughness does
induce a decrease of dry friction, resulting in the overall friction de-
crease with respect to the longitudinal roughness.

6. Theory analysis

In this section we will analyze the experimental results presented
above. As input for the calculation, the surface roughness power spectra
of the measured surfaces (Fig. 14, 15 and 16), and the effective elastic
modulus of the solids are needed. In the study below the surface
roughness on the rubber surface will be neglected, and only the
roughness of the steel cylinders is considered.

Due to the incomplete experimental information about the surface
roughness anisotropy, and the absence of information about the fric-
tional properties of the dry rubber-countersurface contacts, in parti-
cular how the frictional shear stress in the area of real contact depends
on the sliding speed, the present study is only of semi-quantitative
nature. Nevertheless, the origin of the observed dependency of the
friction coefficient on the load and the influence of the surface rough-
ness anisotropy on the friction will be explained. The anisotropy of
surface roughness can be characterized by the Tripp number. Roughly
speaking, the Tripp number is the ratio =γ ξ ξ/x y between the axis of the
elliptic cross-section (in the xy-plane) of an (average) asperity in wa-
vevector space. In fluid dynamics, the Tripp number is the quantity
which naturally appears in the fluid flow equations. The Tripp number
can be easily obtained from the 2D surface roughness power spectrum
C q q( , )x y , see Ref. [18,20]. Thus, to determine the Tripp number ac-
curately, topography measurements over surface areas rather than 1D
line-scans are necessary. It is clear, however, that in the present case,
because of the preparation method, surface 3 has the Tripp number
=γ 1, while surface 2 has <γ 1. Since surface 1 is ground orthogonal to

the cylinder axis, i.e., along the sliding direction, it must have >γ 1 but
Fig. 14 shows it must be very close to one as nearly no difference occurs
in the 1D power spectra along the two directions.

For a complete and accurate analysis one need in general the surface
roughness power spectra for all wavenumbers, i.e., down to atomic
distances corresponding to wavenumbers ≈ −q 10 m10 1, or wavelength
of order nm, which requires studying the surface roughness with (near)
atomic resolution, using, e.g., Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
However, it will be shown below that the velocity and load dependency
of the friction force in the present case is due mainly to the influence of
the longest wavelength roughness components on the fluid dynamics.
The large wavenumber cut-off q1 is chosen so that the surface root mean
square slope equal 1.3, when including all the roughness with wave-
number <q q1. The results presented below are not sensitive to this
assumption.

For the mixed-elastohydrodynamic calculations presented below the
elastic properties of the solids are needed. The steel cylinders will be
treated as rigid. Rubber is a viscoelastic material which can be char-
acterized by a viscoelastic modulus E ω( ) which depends on the fre-
quency ω with which it is deformed. Note that E ω( ) is a complex
quantity, where the imaginary part is associated with energy dissipa-
tion, resulting from the friction force which acts between the rubber
chain molecules when they slip relative to each other. For lubricated
sliding friction the viscoelasticity of the rubber will also contribute to
the friction in the area of contact. However, in the present study this
will not be considered in detail but it will just be assumed that a con-
stant frictional shear stress τ1 acts in the area of real contact (see also
discussion below). Now, when the rubber cylinder slides on the steel
counter surface there will be two types of deformations. First, there will
be a macroscopic Hertz's-like deformation of the rubber cylinder. This
deformation is constant in time so it is determined by the low frequency
modulus of the rubber which was measured (including non-linearity
effects) to be about ≈E 9 MPa. However, the true area of contact is
determined by the interaction between the asperities on the steel sur-
face and the rubber. During sliding this includes high-frequency de-
formations involving a band of deformation frequencies ≈ω qv, where
=q π λ2 / is the wavenumber (and λ the wavelength) of a surface

roughness component, and v the sliding speed. This will result in a
stiffening of the rubber with increasing sliding speed, and to a contact
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area A v( ) which, even for dry contact, decreases with increasing sliding
speed. In this study this effect will not be included but it is assumed that
in the boundary lubrication region A v τ v( ) ( ), i.e. the adhesive con-
tribution to friction, is a constant. Thus, the only velocity (and load)
dependency in the figures presented below is due the fluid dynamics. In
reality, this may not hold accurately, but it is likely that the strong
velocity dependence observed in a relative narrow (mixed lubrication)
velocity region, is due mainly to fluid dynamics effects.

We now consider the sliding of an elastic cylinder on the hard, lu-
bricated counter surface with random roughness. First the friction for
cylinder 3 is considered, which has surface roughness with isotropic
statistical properties. Fig. 19 shows the fluid pressure and shear stress
flow factors, ϕp and ϕs, as a function of the surface separation u , as
obtained using the theory of Ref. [14]. Note that for isotropic roughness
<ϕ 1p , and since the pressure flow factor appears together with the

viscosity in the combination = >η η ϕ η/eff p , it follows that the fluid
pressure flow factor will shift the mixed lubrication region towards
lower sliding speed, as well as increase the strength of the generic fluid-
asperity interaction given the larger effective viscosity. When the sur-
face roughness occurs on the moving substrate surface, as in the present
case, the fluid shear stress flow factor ϕs is positive, and according to
Eq. (2) this will result in a shift of the friction curve towards lower
sliding speed. The physical reason for this is as follows: consider the
rough substrate surface moving against the smooth elastic cylinder. The
fluid carried in the valleys of the moving rough surface helps to
transport fluid from the leading edge into the gap, and hence support
fluid lubrication, and shift the friction curve towards lower sliding
speed.

A very important observation for what follows is that unless the
contact pressure is very high, the flow factors are mainly determined by
the most long-wavelength part of the surface roughness. This is illu-
strated in Fig. 19 where the flow factors for three different large wa-
venumber cut-off q1 are shown. Note the relative small difference be-
tween the three cases in spite of the large variation (by three decades in
length scale) in the cut-off q1. The reason for this is that the long-wa-
velength (and large amplitude) surface roughness components generate
the biggest fluid flow channels at the interface, and will hence influence
the fluid flow dynamics at the interface much stronger than the smaller
channels arising from the shorter surface roughness components. At
very high contact pressures this is no longer the case, but for the present
situation it holds to a very good approximation.

To obtain the friction curve for cylinder 3, information about the
frictional shear stress acting in the area of real contact is needed. For

rubber sliding on dry hard rough surfaces the friction coefficient is
usually nearly independent of the nominal contact pressure [7]. In
particular, the frictional shear stress τ acting in the area of real contact
is independent of the local contact pressure in the pressure range re-
levant in most applications involving rubber materials. For lubricated
surfaces it was found above that the friction coefficient depends
strongly on the load. In the hydrodynamic region for smooth surfaces
the friction curve depends on ηv F/ n but this scaling is not valid in the
mixed lubrication region. In Fig. 20 the relation between the friction
coefficient and the sliding speed for cylinder 3 and for the three dif-
ferent loads used in the experiments reported on above are shown. In
the calculations it was assumed that a (velocity independent) frictional
shear stress =τ 13.5 MPa1 acts in the area of real contact.

Note that the friction coefficient depends on the load, in relative
good agreement with the experimental data (square symbols). Due to a
numerical instability, for the highest load the calculated results termi-
nates before reaching the highest sliding speed. As pointed out above,
unless the contact pressure is very large (resulting in very small inter-
facial separation), the fluid flow factors depend mainly on the longest
wavelength roughness components. However, the area of real contact
depends on all the roughness wavelength components and decreases
continuously as the large wavenumber cut-off q1 increases. In the
boundary lubrication region all the load is carried by the area of real
contact A and in this case in our model the friction force =F Aτf (note:
in reality, in the boundary lubrication velocity range there will also be a
viscoelastic contribution to the friction from the time-dependent de-
formations of the rubber surface by the asperities of the countersur-
face). In Fig. 21 the friction curves for cylinder 3 are shown, using three
different large wavenumber cut-off q1 but adjusting the frictional shear
stress so the friction force in the boundary lubrication region is (nearly)
the same in all cases. Note that in this case the friction curves are nearly

Fig. 19. The fluid pressure flow factor ϕp and shear stress flow factor ϕs as a
function of the surface separation using the surface roughness power spectrum
of cylinder 3 with three different large wavenumber cut-off: =q 5. 9101

8,
=q 5. 9101

6 and = −q m5. 9101
8 1.

Fig. 20. The calculated (solid lines) and measured friction coefficients as a
function of sliding speed for three different loads, FN=31.1, 93.3 and 155.5 N.

Fig. 21. The calculated friction coefficients as a function of sliding speed for the
load =F 31.1 NN for several different large wavenumber cut-off q1.
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identical. This is the case only because the fluid flow factors are mainly
determined by the most long-wavelength part of the surface roughness
spectra, which is the same in all cases.

We now consider the rubber friction for cylinder 2. For this case the
fluid flow factors for three different cases are calculated, namely iso-
tropic roughness (corresponding to the Tripp number =γ 1), and for
anisotropic roughness with the grinding groves along the sliding di-
rection (corresponding to the Tripp number =γ 8), and with the
grinding direction orthogonal to the sliding direction (corresponding to
the Tripp number =γ 1/8) as in the actual system. Fig. 22 and 23 show
the fluid flow and shear flow factors for all three cases, respectively.

Note that for =γ 8, for the surface separation >u μ1 m the fluid
flow factor >ϕ 1p , which would shift the friction curve towards higher
sliding speeds. However, in the studied velocity range the interfacial
separation is smaller than 0.6μm, in which case the pressure flow factor
is smaller than 1 (see Fig. 23). As a result the fluid pressure flow factor
will shift the friction curve to lower sliding speeds. Similarly, the shear
flow factor shifts the friction curve towards lower sliding speeds. For
the surface with the grinding direction orthogonal to the sliding di-
rection (which is the actual case for cylinder 2), =γ 1/8, <ϕ 1p for all

interfacial separations, and both the pressure and shear flow factors
shift the friction curve towards lower sliding speed, see Fig. 24. Fig. 24
also shows the calculated friction curve for the cylinder 3 (experimental
data from Fig. 20).

Note that in the studied velocity interval the friction for cylinder 3 is
larger than for cylinder 2, which is due to the larger roughness on cy-
linder 3, and also due to the difference in the surface roughness ani-
sotropy, both of which result in faster fluid squeeze-out for cylinder 3.

7. Summary and conclusions

In this paper we have presented a combined experimental-theore-
tical investigation of the influence of anisotropic surfaces on the friction
behavior of soft contacts. We have discussed in detail how the fluid flow
and friction factors depend on the surface roughness. A test rig was
described, which is designed to investigate a soft, lubricated line con-
tact in detail. An O-ring cord is brought into contact with the lateral
surface of an uniformly rotating steel cylinder. Three cylinders with
different surfaces are used: One sandblasted isotropic surface and two
anisotropic surfaces, grooved orthogonal or longitudinal to the direc-
tion of motion. A distinct influence of anisotropic surfaces is detected.
The friction force decreases when the surface is grooved perpendicular
to the direction of motion. Finally, the experimental results were
compared with calculations. These experimental results clearly show
that the anisotropy of surfaces in engineering applications, such as for
hydraulic seals, has to be carefully considered not only for dry inter-
actions but also in the case of lubricated pairs.
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Appendix A

Here we show how to calculate the rolling friction (both micro- and macro-contributions) coming from the solid contact. We first observe that the
following contact relation applies

∇ =p ux x( ) ( ) 0,cont

leading to the equality

∇ = ∇p u p ux x x x( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),cont
top

cont
down

where u x( )top and u x( )down correspond to the top- and down-body surface, respectively. ∇p ux x( ) ( )cont
down provides on the bottom solid (same but with

Fig. 22. The fluid pressure flow factor ϕP as a function of the average separation
u for cylinder 2 assuming the Tripp asymmetry number γ=1, 8 and 1/8.

Fig. 23. The fluid shear flow factor ϕs as a function of the average separation u
for cylinder 2 assuming the Tripp asymmetry number =γ 1, 8 and 1/8.

Fig. 24. The calculated (solid lines) and measured friction coefficients as a
function of sliding speed for the load =F 31.1 NN .
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minus sign on the upper solid) the tangential component of the locally-applied solid contact pressure, which contributes to the total measured sliding
friction. We are interested in the ensemble average ∇p ux x( ) ( )cont

down which reads

∇ = ∇p u A
A

p ux x x x( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,Acont
down c

0
cont

down
c

where Ac is the ensemble average provided on the solid contact domain. We write

∇ = ∇ + ∇p u
p
A A

u p ux x
x

x x x( ) ( )
( )

/
( ) ( ) ( ) ,A A Acont

down cont

c 0

down
1,cont 1

down
c c c

∇ = ∇p u p ux x x x( ) ( ) ( ) ( )A
A A1,cont 1

down
1,cont 1

downc
0 c

is the micro-rolling friction (to be calculated as shown in Ref. [16,41,1]), whereas

∇p ux x( ) ( ) Acont
down

c is the macro-rolling friction. In (10) the term ∇p ux x( ) ( )1,cont 1
down is implicitly included in the true shear stress τ1.

Note that u x( ) A
down

c corresponds to the average contact plane. u x( ) A
down

c is thus given by +u ux x( ) ( )down
cp
down , where ucp

down is the average
separation separating the average bottom solid surface u x( )down from the average contact plane u x( ) A

down
c. Note that + =u u ux x x( ) ( ) ( )cp

down
cp
up ,

where ucp
up is the average separation separating the average upper solid surface u x( )up from the average contact plane u x( ) A

up
c, given that

=u ux x( ) ( )A A
down up

c c. To calculate the macro-rolling friction we thus need to calculate u x( )cp
down (or u x( )cp

up ). We do this in an approximated way
as follows. In particular, we consider the variation du x( )cp

down as due to a variation of the average applied solid contact pressure σ0

∑=du
A

dA dux( ) 1 ,
i

i icp
down

c
c ,cp

down

where we have adopted = ∑−A dAA i ic
1

cc for the homogeneous process, and where dA ic is representative of the i-th asperity contact area. Since
= −du dwi i,cp

down down, where dwi
down is the local variation of displacement field, we thus write

∑= −du
A

dA dwx( ) 1 .
i

i icp
down

c
c

down

By considering that, for practical applications, the average effective solid pressure acting in the generic i-th asperity contact area σi is almost
constantly valued (i.e. not dependent on the externally applied load, unless for very large contact areas), we can write

∑ ∑≈ =
A

dA dw
A σ

dA σ dw
A σ

dU x1 1 1 ( ),
i

i i
i

i i i
c

c
down

0 0
c

down

0 0
el
down

where dUel
down is the interfacial elastic energy stored in the bottom solid. Therefore, the following differential relation applies in the linear solid

contact regime

= −du A σ dU .cp
down

0 0 el
down

Upon integrating the previous equation, and for the case of elastic contact where only one of the solids is rough, one can relatively easily show that

=
+

=
+

u u
E

E E

u u
E

E E

x x

x x

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) .

cp
down r

up

r
down

r
up

cp
up r

down

r
down

r
up

Therefore, the macro-rolling solid friction term reads for the upper solid

− ⎡
⎣⎢
∇ − ∇

+
⎤
⎦⎥

p x t u x t u x t
E

E E
( , ) ( , ) ( , )cont

up r
down

r
down

r
up

and for the lower solid

⎡
⎣⎢
∇ + ∇

+
⎤
⎦⎥

p x t u x t u x t
E

E E
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ,cont

down r
up

r
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where

∇ − ∇
+

= ∇ + ∇
+

u x t u x t
E

E E
u x t u x t

E
E E

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) .up r
down

r
down

r
up

down r
up

r
down

r
up

Appendix B

In this section we describe how to calculate the frictional correction factors for the generic contact case where the roughness is included only on
one of the two contact surfaces. The most general case where both surfaces are rough has been described by some of us in a recent paper [22,21] by
using a different homogenization procedure than used here. In a near future the authors will provide a unified homogenization framework for the
most general wet contact case.

In Ref. [20] we show how to calculate ∇u p in the low contact pressure regime ⪢u hrms and high contact pressure regime ⪡u uc.
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B.1. Main effective equations

For the case where the rough surface is fixed [20]:

⪢ ∇ = ∇ +u h u p a u p a
η

u
v

:
2

rms 1 2
0 0

(B1)

⪡ ∇ =u u u p u
u

v η
u

: 3 1 2
,c

0

(B2)

corresponding, respectively, to (18) and (19) and leading to an effective flow

= − ∇ + +J ϕ u
η

p ϕ h v uv
12

1
2

1
2

.0 p

3

s rms 0 0

For the case where the rough surface is sliding:
Using the same procedure as in Ref. [20] one we obtain

⪢ ∇ = ∇ −u h u p a u p a
η

u
v

:
2

rms 1 2
0 0

(B3)

⪡ ∇ = −u u u p u
u

v η
u

: 3 1 2
,c

0

(B4)

leading to an effective flow

= − ∇ − +J ϕ u
η

p ϕ h v uv
12

1
2

1
2

.0 p

3

s rms 0 0

In (B1) to (B4) we have

= ⎛
⎝
− 〈 〉 ⎞

⎠

=
〈 〉

a h D
u

a D
h
u

1 3

3 .

1
2

2

2

2

2

B.2. Effective frictional stresses

We write the separation, at first order, as

= + +u u u ux x x x( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),1
up

1
down

where = −u w hx x x( ) ( ) ( )1
up

1
up up and = −u w hx x x( ) ( ) ( )1

down
1
down down , where w1

· is the first order surface displacement field (positive when inward
the solid) and h· is the surface roughness. Furthermore, we define the deformed locally averaged solids profile as u x( )up and u x( )down , with

= −u u ux x x( ) ( ) ( )up down (see also in the main text). In this work we only consider the case where =h x( ) 0up or =h x( ) 0down .
We just need to calculate one case only, namely when the upper surface fixed and lower surface sliding - the opposite case can be obviously

provided by simple z-axis inversion. In this case, the frictional shear stress acting on the upper surface is

= − ∇ − ∇ +τ
ηv

u
u p p u ux

x
x x x x x( )

( )
1
2

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )),fluid
up 0 up

1
up

whereas on the lower surface

= − − ∇ + ∇ −τ
ηv

u
u p p u ux

x
x x x x x( )

( )
1
2

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )).fluid
down 0 down

1
down

After some manipulation one gets

= − ∇τ τ p ux x( ) ( )fluid
up

visc
up up (B5)

= ⎛

⎝
⎜ + ∇ − ∇ ⎞

⎠
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η
u

u p u p u px( ) 1
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0 1
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(B6)

and

= + ∇τ τ p ux x( ) ( )fluid
down

visc
down down (B7)
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⎠
⎟τ v

η
u

u p u px( ) 1
2

.visc
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0 1
down

1
(B8)
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In (B5) and (B7) ∇p uup and ∇p udown correspond to the fluid rolling friction terms coming from the macroscopic deformed profile of the solids.
∇u p1

down
1 can be calculated by considering that, neglecting fluid-asperity flattening,

∇ =

∇ = ∇ − ∇

smooth u p

rough u p u p u p

for the bottom surface: 0

for the bottom surface: .
1
down

1

1
down

1
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In this case ∇ =u p 01

down
1 resulting in
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2
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We write, using (B1) and (B2)

=
η
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η
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leading, after interpolation, to

∇ = ∇ +u p ϕ u p ϕ
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Finally we have
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b) Lower surface is rough
In that case ∇ = ∇ − ∇u p u p u p1
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We write, using (B3) and (B4)
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leading, after interpolation, to

∇ = ∇ −u p ϕ u p ϕ
η

u
v2

,fp fs
0 0

where ϕfp and ϕfs are as before. Finally we have
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Summarizing:
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